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INTRODUCTION
Micro-welding can be defined as the joining of sections of very small scales (micron size) through fusion process. The physics of the welding does not change but the factors which are of negligible importance in macro-scale like, deformation thickness, amount of fusion, surface tension, and so on, becomes crucial at micro scale. Micro-joining is carried out on metals, nonmetals, alloys and their combinations for electrical interconnect or for mechanical fixing and bonding. Welding at small scales is not a new practice and the joining of millimeter scale parts in aerospace, automobiles, consumer electrics, etc is a well-known technology. The different small scale (higher order micro-tomillimeter scale) welding processes and the important applications can be found in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] . Only now, with the advent of new micro and nano technology, the sizes to be joined are shrinking down to micro and nano scales, and hence posing new challenges. There is a need to develop the state of the art in micro and nano joining to match the dramatic expansion of the electronics and biomedical devices in the recent years.
With the decrease in welding scales to micro/nano dimensions, the conventional techniques of "mini-joining" like, GTAW, Resistance welding, fail to cater and the use of power beams, localized heat sources, are becoming popular. The use of laser beam as a micro welding technique made it possible to join structures having characteristic length as small as 100µm [5] , creating new standards. But as there is rise in the need to further decrease the welding scales and improve the quality of the joint, use of laser beam is in question. Laser beam, due to its nature as a surface heating source, causes material loss due to surface ablation and also results in a larger heat transfer under the beam. Hence, alternative welding techniques are being explored. Electron beam is studied as volumetric heat source, where, the penetration depth of electrons into the material is controlled by the acceleration voltage [6] . As the electrons provide heat into the volume of the material instead of just irradiating the surface, the maximum temperature in such process is lower compared to the use of laser beam. The electron beam is also able to provide tremendous amount of power density due to its high power and capability to focus in nano scale spot sizes. The prospects of use of electron beam for micro and nano welding is huge and hence it is a "hot-spot" for research. The current state of the art in micro joining including laser and electron beam use and the future prospects is summarized in the literature [7] [8] [9] . The conventional macro-scale electron beam welding machine has high current (∼ 25mA) and large beam diameter (∼ 1mm) where as the typical SEM used for imaging has very small current (∼ few nA) and very small beam diameter (∼ 1nm). However, the parameters of the electron beam required for micro welding fall in between these two. Researchers have modified the SEM to increase the current and defocus the beam to use it for micro welding purpose [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Micro welding experiments using the modified SEM has been carried out and reported in literature [11, 12, 14, 16, 17] . The micro-welding technology developed by using the modified SEM is very promising but universal application of this technique is still in doubt. Beam control is difficult because of the number of parameters involved, namely beam size, accelerating voltage, probe current/specimen current, and traveling speed. There has also been issues with keyhole effect, excess evaporation, and hence this technology is still in laboratory stage.
The present study is a step towards detailed understanding of the heat transfer phenomenon taking place in an electron beam micro welding process. The fact that all the beam parameters and material properties are taken into account provides the flexiblity of applying such a model universally. The theoretical and the numerical model presents a simplified approach to select the most optimized beam parameters for a given operation. The need of a theoretical model is realized in the past by Hwang and Na [11] . They used the beam to raster over a square region and modeled the heat source as an energy balance between the input power and the affected volume of square cross section and a finite depth. Later, Knorovsky et al. [6, 12, 18] carried out a more detailed analysis by considering the energy balance in one pixel during rastering of the beam over a square region. They have considered the heat affected volume to be hemispherical under the beam of a given radius that depends on the accelerating voltage. In addition to the previous work, the authors here considered the effect of Peclet number, which accounts for both beam diameter and beam travel speed, in numerically modelling the heat transfer during the micro welding process. The heat source model proposed by Brown et al. [19] , Mendez and Sanders [20] , which takes into account the beam diameter, and represents the trend of energy transfer from the beam into the solid more accurately is used.
PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In an electron beam, the electrons are emitted from a tungsten coil by thermionic emission. The acceleration voltage causes the rise in the kinetic energy of the electrons in the beam column. The high velocity electrons, as they strike the material, develops heat due to collisions. The heat generated is sufficient to reach the enthalpy of melting and hence causes the two faying surface to join through fusion. Electrons continuously loses its energy as the penetrate inside the volume of the material. Hence, the electron beam is considered as a volumetric heat source. The Monte-Carlo simulations give the best predictions of the behavior of the electrons and the energy distribution as they travel into the material [21] . In the present work, the depth of penetration of the electron, basing on the properties of the material and the accelerating voltage, is obtained from Kanaya-Okayama relationship [22] .
An electron beam is assumed to travel along the x-axis as shown in Fig. 1 over a semi-infinite solid (semi-infinite along the depth (z-axis)). The distribution of energy in the beam is represented as a Gaussian distribution over the surface and exponential decay along the depth, as shown in Fig. 1 . In reality, the maximum temperature, in case of impinging electrons, occurs at few microns beneath the surface. The assumption of exponential decay of the electron energy along the depth in the present study, predicts a higher maximum temperature than the real case. The Full Width Half Maximum (FW HM) of the Gaussian function is assumed to be the beam diameter. The temperature distribution in the material are governed by the Fourier law of heat transfer and are presented in the next subsection. The variation of ther- mophysical properties with temperature, phase change, radiation heat loss and evaporation is not considered in the scope of the present work.
Governing Equations
The Fourier heat conduction equation governs the heat flow in the block due to the electron beam scanning over the surface.
Equation (1) solves for transient heat conduction and provides temperature distribution as a function of time. A different approach to solve the same problem is by fixing the coordinate system to the heat source. In case of constant scanning velocity, the temperature distribution is constant relative to the coordinate system fixed at the electron beam. The time dependence of temperature can be transformed into spatial dependence in case of moving heat source by the following exercise (for the velocity components along y and z directions to be zero, and quasi-steady state).
where,v is the positive scanning velocity of the electron beam. The 3-D heat conduction equation for moving heat source can now be written as:
where, the volumetric heat source term q represents the energy flow from the electron beam into the block. In the coordinate system fixed to the heat source, the material appears to move in the negative x-direction and hence velocity should be taken as negative. A round Gaussian distribution with an exponential decay penetration, as proposed by Brown et al. [19] is used to represent the heat source as:
where,z e is defined as the electron penetration depth depending on the acceleration voltage and material properties and is obtained from the Kanaya-Okayama relationship [22] . The magnitude σ is defined as the standard deviation of the Gaussian function (FW HM/2.355). The magnitude q max represents the maximum power per unit volume of the beam and is determined from the energy conservation principle using beam power (W) and the heat affected volume [23] .
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The moving heat source problem can be solved in fixed coordinate system by assuming the heat source to be fixed in space and the material is flowing underneath it. This is analogous to assuming the solid material, as a fluid element, flowing through a closed space without any deformation and being heated volumetrically. The steady state conduction and convection equation of the Multiphysics application mode in COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a, a finite element based CFD tool, is used to solve the governing Eqn. (3). Non-uniform tetragonal grid elements (nonuniform because the grid density is higher near the heat source) are used to mesh the whole domain . The elements near the heat source are 1/1000 th size of the FW HM of the beam with a growth rate of 10. Grid independent study for each case is carried out by the iterative solution procedure.
The boundaries in case of an actual semi-infinite solid are at infinite distance from the center of the heat source and hence considered to be at room temperature. However, the numerical simulations cannot be carried out for a semi-infinite domain size. As the temperature distribution only in the region around the heat source is of interest in any welding phenomenon, a finite sized domain around the heat source has been chosen for the numerical analysis. The choice of boundary conditions is of crucial importance in such a scaled down model for accurate prediction of temperature distribution. The two faces of the 3-D block along y-axis and bottom surface are selected far away from the heat source such that the temperature gradients decay to an almost zero value at these boundaries (Neumann boundary condition). No heat loss has been considered to take place at the top surface and hence thermal insulation boundary condition is imposed on it. The material flows in at room temperature at the inlet boundary and the face at the material outlet is assumed to be insulated, as represented in Fig. 2 .
Validation of the numerical model
The properties of stainless steel AISI 304 as shown in Tab.1 are used as an example in this study. The scaling solution obtained by Satya et al. [23] is used to plot the variation of temperature on the surface, along the line of the heat source. The temperature distribution is obtained as function of time and is converted in to spatial coordinates by using the relationship x * = t * [23] . The position of the heat source is at x = 0 and moving in the positive x-direction. For an artificially low value of thermal conductivity (k = 1e − 06W /m.K), the heat conduction becomes negligible and the solution of the numerical simulation, represented as a smooth line in Fig. (3) , compares well with the scaling solution [23] .
The fact that the volumetric heat source used in the present model can be compared to a point heat source, by reducing the FW HM of the Gaussian function to a near zero value and also considering the penetration depth negligibly small, allows the validation of the numerical solution against the well known Rosenthal's point heat source solution [24] as shown in Fig. (4) .
where, r represents the distance from the heat source. In Fig.  (4) , the smooth line represents the COMSOL solution and the black dots represents the analytical solution from Eqn. (10) . The temperature reaches to infinity very close to the position of the heat source at 0. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The beam parameters, which characterizes the heat source, and the material properties, which dictates the electron penetration and the heat diffusion in the body, needs to be specified in order to obtain the temperature distribution during the micro welding process. An acceleration voltage of 50kV is used to calculate the electron penetration depth z e . The FW HM of the Gaussian 
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function (beam diameter) is specified as 10µm. The Peclet number is defined here as:
The effect of Peclet number on the micro welding process is studied based on the requirement of a fixed melting depth, typical of many applications. The melting depth is required to remain constant at 2.5µm, as an example in this study. In Fig. (5) , the variation of temperature along the maximum melting depth is plotted for Pe=1, 100, and 10000. The maximum depth is observed underneath the maximum temperature point on the surface. The maximum temperature on the surface is lower for the case of Pe=1, but the gradual slope of the temperature variation suggests that the heat from the beam is flowing out along the depth of the body. This is because of the increase in heat diffusion for such a low Peclet number process. Also, the temperature control incase of a low Peclet number process is difficult, as indicated by sloping trend of the temperature variation. As the Peclet number is increased to 100 and 10000, the heat diffusion becomes less important. The peak temperature increases and also the slope of the temperature variation gets steeper. Hence, it is suggested that all the power of the beam is concentrated near the heat source and the major bulk of the body id free from any thermal stress for a high Peclet number micro welding process. Figure (6) represents the variation of maximum temperature on the surface normal to the direction of beam movement. Each case of Peclet number corresponds to the solution discussed as in Fig. (5) , where the melting depth is kept constant. Due to the increase in heat diffusion for lower Peclet number, it is observed that the case of Pe=1 has a lower weld width (width of melting), and the temperature is more uniformly distributed along the width of the body. As the Peclet number is increased to 100 and 10000, the slope of the temperature variation gets steeper. The weld width also increases and the heat source gets more localized, with less amount of heat diffusion in to the body.
Heat input is a relative measure of the amount of energy transferred during welding and is defined as:
The effect of Peclet number on the heat input and the maximum temperature of the process is shown in Fig. (7) . The heat input increases, even though the maximum temperature falls, as the Peclet number is decreased. The rise of heat input for low Peclet number process is to compensate the increased heat loss, caused by heat diffusion in to bulk of the material. As the Peclet number of the process is increased, the heat diffusion decreases to a point beyond which it has no significance. It is observed for the present case that heat diffusion becomes negligible beyond Pe=10000.
The maximum temperature of the process and the heat input are optimum beyond this point.
CONCLUSION
The ideal electron beam micro welding process necessitates the control of maximum temperature of the process and also minimum heat diffisuion in to the bulk of the material. Numerical simulations has been carried out to study the effect of Peclet number on the micro welding process. The maximum melting depth is desired to remain constant and the variation of heat input with Peclet number is also studied. It is observed that, higher Peclet number process has a more localized heat transfer and provides better temperature control.
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